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Fourth quarter earnings season is underway and probably won’t bring much good news. Lackluster 
global growth, ongoing profit margin pressures from inflation, and negative currency impacts are 
likely to translate into a year-over-year decline in S&P 500 Index earnings for the quarter. As always, 
guidance matters more as market participants look forward. The key question coming into this 
earnings season is whether the pessimism surrounding 2023 earnings has gone too far.  
 

A NUMBER OF HEADWINDS 

As was the case last quarter, corporate America faces several stiff headwinds this earnings 
season. These headwinds—clearly not new news—include slower global economic growth, 
cost pressures from still-elevated inflation, ongoing supply chain issues, currency drag from a 
stronger U.S. dollar last quarter compared with the year-ago quarter, and geopolitical 
instability, particularly in Eastern Europe and China. These headwinds will likely translate into 
a slight year-over-year (YOY) earnings decline for the S&P 500 in the fourth quarter, with an 
outside shot at getting above the flat line (Figure 1). Consensus currently stands at -3.6% 
YOY in the quarter (source: FactSet). 
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The good news is some of these pressures have started to abate, particularly currency 
pressures, after a 9% drop in the U.S. dollar since the fourth quarter began on October 1 
(though it was up about 6% YOY in Q4). Even the economic pressures have eased some, with 
fourth quarter U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) likely to exceed the 1.2% consensus 
forecast of economists surveyed by Bloomberg based on the latest data. And don’t forget the 
U.S. economy grew at a solid 3.2% pace in the third quarter of 2022, while Europe has held up 
better than we anticipated, thanks in large part to falling natural gas prices. 

Bottom line, if we’re going to get enough upside for the S&P 500 to grow earnings at all in Q4, 
it will likely come from the resilience of the U.S. and European economies, currency effects, 
and some mitigation of profit margin pressures from cost controls and lower inflation.  

GUIDANCE IS KEY 

The key question to answer this earnings season is whether the pessimism surrounding 2023 
earnings has gone too far. LPL Research believes that it probably has. Admittedly, analysts 
have been too slow to bring S&P 500 earnings estimates for 2023 down from the current $230 
per share level to a more reasonable $215 to $220 range (our estimate is currently $220, flat 
or down slightly from 2022 levels). A mild recession would likely take us down to $210 or 
lower, depending on how fast and how much inflation comes down later this year. 

As shown in Figure 2, estimates have come down substantially over the past two quarters, but 
the pace of cuts has slowed heading into fourth quarter earnings season. That may indicate 
estimates may not have to come down 10%-plus in the near term as some market strategists 
expect. 
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Here are some reasons why estimate cuts may not be as drastic as some fear: 

• China’s reopening—uneven or not—is well underway and may be a catalyst for supply 
chain fixes and more global demand. 

• Companies have had plenty of time to prepare. If a recession occurs this year, it may be 
the most anticipated recession in history. 

• Cost pressures have started to ease, taking some of the pressure off margins. 
Examples include lower energy prices and slowing wage increases. 

• Recession may be a more than 50/50 proposition, but it isn’t inevitable. The U.S. 
economy may “muddle through” and skirt recession. 

• Revenue growth is solid, bolstered by the higher revenue that comes with inflation. 
Consensus is calling for a 3.8% YOY increase in fourth quarter S&P 500 revenue, but 
recent quarterly trends suggest a 5% increase is possible. 

Pushing in the other direction is the 1–2% hit to S&P 500 earnings expected this year as a 
result of the tax increases in the Inflation Reduction Act (which, as we’ve shared in the past, 
won’t do much to lower inflation this year). Soft manufacturing activity and ongoing inventory 
adjustments in certain segments of the economy, such as semiconductors, will also be a drag 
on earnings in the near term. 

Bottom line, we would look for 2023 earnings estimates to come down, but not collapse, this 
reporting season. The path to a sub-$220 number for S&P 500 EPS estimates this year, if we 
get there, will be gradual. Modest cuts in the coming weeks may actually be a positive catalyst 
for stock prices.  

PAY ATTENTION TO EARNINGS SEASON, REVISIONS MATTER 

With so much disagreement about the 2023 earnings outlook, maybe it’s not a tough sell to 
convince investors that earnings matter. We often hear analysts projecting the seemingly 
obvious “earnings matter” refrain; of course earnings and fundamentals matter, but at times of 
irrational exuberance—though not as much in 2022 and 2021—and meme stocks (see here), 
we feel the need to yell it even louder. Beyond the obvious reasons to pay attention during 
earnings season, there are quantitative trading trends that support paying attention to 
earnings, and more importantly, forward estimate revisions.  

LPL Research’s quantitative research team created a revisions composite factor, which 
combines four estimate revisions metrics (current and following fiscal year EPS and sales 
estimate revisions over last three months) into one standardized score.  

Using the S&P 500 as the investible universe, a hypothetical long-only portfolio is constructed 
of the top quintile (top 20 percent) of stocks’ estimate revisions composite score. This portfolio 

https://www.lpl.com/newsroom/read/insider-blog-meme-stocks-what-do-they-mean.html
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is equally weighted and rebalanced monthly. Looking at 2022 in isolation, this strategy would 
have outperformed by about 6.5% to 7%, depending on whether you neutralize sector effects 
or not.  

Figure 3 shows the hypothetical performance of the sector-neutralized portfolio vs. the S&P 
500 on a total return basis. We analyzed this phenomenon by sector, and while most sectors 
showed positive performance vs. their cap-weighted sector index, there were sectors that 
underperformed. This estimate revision phenomenon provides a compelling backdrop for 
fundamental stock picking and provides another tool for investors to use in equity and sector 
selection.  

 

CONCLUSION 

This earnings season likely won’t offer much in the way of good news. We saw that in the 
challenges the banks faced in their reports on Friday, January 13 (an inauspicious date to start 
earnings season). But pessimism may be overdone, and investors may be surprised at how 
well stocks hold up on the news. Look for earnings throughout the next year to exceed those 
pessimistic forecasts and—along with falling inflation and the end of Federal Reserve rate 
hikes—serve as positive catalysts for solid gains for stocks in 2023.  
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This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC. 

Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member 
FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice from  
a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation with respect to 
such entity.  

 
Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed 

Not Bank/Credit Union Deposits or Obligations May Lose Value 
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For a list of descriptions of the indexes referenced in this publication, please visit our website at lplresearch.com/definitions. 
 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any 
individual. There is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive 
outcomes. Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as 
predicted and are subject to change.  
 
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are 
unmanaged statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance 
of any investment and do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no 
guarantee of future results. 
 
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of 
their products or services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.  
 
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness 
or accuracy.  
 
All investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 
 
US Treasuries may be considered “safe haven” investments but do carry some degree of risk including interest rate, credit, 
and market risk. Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest 
rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price. 
 
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P500) is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance 
of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major 
industries.  
 
The PE ratio (price-to-earnings ratio) is a measure of the price paid for a share relative to the annual net income or profit 
earned by the firm per share. It is a financial ratio used for valuation: a higher PE ratio means that investors are paying more 
for each unit of net income, so the stock is more expensive compared to one with lower PE ratio. 
 
Earnings per share (EPS) is the portion of a company’s profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. EPS 
serves as an indicator of a company’s profitability. Earnings per share is generally considered to be the single most important 
variable in determining a share’s price. It is also a major component used to calculate the price-to-earnings valuation ratio. 
 
All index data from Bloomberg.  
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